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We bring the best of our collective experience, energy and creative power to fiercely safeguard our clients and fortify their communities.
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Automate, accelerate and centralise third party risk management across your critical service providers and other relationships with our market-leading solution.
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The only comprehensive solution for Bank Network Management, supporting most of the world’s largest banks manage their complex global networks, local market exposures and compliance requirements.
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The only comprehensive solution for Bank Network Management, supporting most of the world’s largest banks manage their complex global networks, local market exposures and compliance requirements.
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The world’s leading global advisory practice for financial market infrastructures since 1994, supporting FMIs to manage risk, regulation and market transformation.
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We provide expert advisory services for custody, investment operations and strategy, as well as a powerful solution for Operational Due Diligence (ODD), third party risk and compliance.
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Orbit Intelligence captures your risk landscape, pulling together insights from across the platform. It centralises risk analysis, data, and news on your portfolio of monitored organisations.
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Orbit Diligence automates your DDQ and RFI processes for a wide range of use cases, accessing a library of off-the-shelf questionnaires and risk frameworks, freeing up valuable resources.
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Orbit Diligence automates your DDQ and RFI processes for a wide range of use cases, accessing a library of off-the-shelf questionnaires and risk frameworks, freeing up valuable resources.
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Enhance your cyber risk management by gaining complete visibility over your attack surface. Orbit Security monitors for breaches and vulnerabilities that could be exploited by threat actors, so you can prioritise remediation.
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menu description
Manage your exposure to critical third parties with continuous, data-driven monitoring. Analyse any entity’s security posture with Orbit Security Ratings and digitised IT Security questionnaires.
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Manage your exposure to critical third parties with continuous, data-driven monitoring. Analyse any entity’s security posture with Orbit Security Ratings and digitised IT Security questionnaires.
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menu description
Orbit Security Ratings are an automated, powerful way to continuously monitor the cyber security posture of your organisation and the third parties it relies on, with data-driven analytics so you can enhance the security of your ecosystem.
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Orbit Security Ratings are an automated, powerful way to continuously monitor the cyber security posture of your organisation and the third parties it relies on, with data-driven analytics so you can enhance the security of your ecosystem.
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menu description
Achieve trust, transparency and security with a single platform. A leading solution for companies looking to digitise and automate their risk management, leveraging Intelligence, Diligence and Security.
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Achieve trust, transparency and security with a single platform. A leading solution for companies looking to digitise and automate their risk management, leveraging Intelligence, Diligence and Security.
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	 About Us


 Under cyber attack?
Call our incident response team 24/7 on +44 (0) 207 459 4888 for immediate help from our friendly experts




Non-urgent queries
For all non-urgent enquiries, call +44 (0) 208057 7098
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Explore in-depth the issues that matter to you with the most up-to-date analysis, reporting, insights, and discussions from Thomas Murray's worldwide team of bank network managers, fund advisors, risk management specialists, and cyber security experts.
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DORA
 

DORA Readiness Toolkit
Use our free, easy-to-follow checklist to determine how close your organisation is to meeting all the DORA requirements.
 Read more
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Cyber threat and the global economy: How worried should we be?
The effect of cyber crime on the competing demands of economic growth, data sovereignty, and geopolitics.
 Read more
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Cyber threats to the Scandinavian financial sector
State-aligned threat actors hunting for lucrative targets favour Scandinavia for both financial and political reasons.
 Read more
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Thailand: The rise of eCommerce and eCrime
A rush to digitalisation provides a target-rich environment for adversarial cyber actors.
 Read more
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Critical vulnerabilities in ConnectWise ScreenConnect  
Immediate patching and enhanced security measures are crucial.
 Read more
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Calculating the cost of cyber attacks
We know that increasing levels of digitisation in an economy are accompanied by a rise in cyber attacks, but how can that damage be quantified?
 Read more
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Hacktivists vs The world
DDoS attacks are on the rise, and are the favoured method of most hacktivist groups. No one is more at risk than organisations in the financial sector.
 Read more
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